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Abstract
Virtualization offers many advantages, but there also ex-
ist disadvantages. For instance, virtualization demands
distinct CPU load. This research states how to reach a
machine’s performance limits. It needs the development
of a performance model of an integrated system in virtu-
alization. Performance model will predict distinct CPU
load. Measurements of virtualization are performed us-
ing SPECjAppServer2004 as the workload, which is a
benchmark suite of a 3-tier J2EE server system is ob-
tained. With this achievement, the configurations and
results will be used for the performance model.

1 Introduction
Virtualization is a technology that allows integration of
several systems into one physical system. It offers ad-
vantages such as easy server consolidation, dynamic re-
configuration, and low power consumption because sev-
eral systems can share one physical system.

However, there also exist disadvantages. Virtualiza-
tion demands distinct CPU load. This is called virtual-
ization overhead. In a comparison of a non-virtualized
system and a virtualized system, the latter brings on
throughput degradation [1]. Another disadvantage is
system administrators need particular skill in virtualiza-
tion hyperviser such as Xen [1] and VMWare [12].

In this research, I focus on virtualization overhead and
observing results. The purpose is to develop a perfor-
mance model of an integrated system in virtualization.
Development requires results from actual overhead mea-
surement. In this thesis, I try to optimize the configu-
rations of SPECjAppserver2004 for the virtualized plat-
form.

I have chosen SPECjAppServer2004 [9] as a virtual-
ization system. This is a benchmark suite of a 3-tier
J2EE server system and integration of such multi-tier
systems incurs virtualization overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 represents the overview of SPECjAppServer2004.
Then, Section 3 describes experimental setup. Configu-
ration and trouble shooting of the experimental system
are explained in Section 4 and 5, respectively. The re-
sults and the discussion are in Section 6. This thesis
concludes in Section 7.

2 SPECjAppServer2004
The SPECjAppServer2004 workload emulates an auto-
mobile manufacturing company and its associated deal-
erships. SPECjAppServer2004 is made up of Web server
(Web), Application server (App) and Database server
(DB). Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic.
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Figure 1: SPECjAppServer2004 System Configuration

Arrows show call relationships between servers. The
Driver in Figure 1 is a transaction generator included
in the SPECjAppServer2004. Transactions generated by
Driver are of two types. One is selling cars to customers,
which involves HTTP, and the other manufactures cars,
which involves Remote Method Invocation (RMI). The
former will be issued to the Web server, the latter will be
issued to the Application server.

SPECjAppServer2004 system is supposed to be im-
plemented by division into the following five application
domains (Figure 2).

Dealer Provides automotive sales and inventory track-
ing Web-based interface.

Customer Orders, confirms and cancels orders for car.

Mfg Manufactures cars. It has two types of production
line, WorkOrder and LargeOrder.

Supplier Provides car-parts for application domain.

Corporate Manages customer information and inven-
tory information.

2.1 Transactions in Dealer and Mfg do-
mains

Dealer domain that sells cars to customers has the fol-
lowing three transactions.

Browse View a list of purchasable vehicles.
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Figure 2: Application Domain Architecture

Purchase Purchase cars.

Manage Manage inventory.

Mfg domain that manufactures cars has the following
two transactions.

WorkOrder Manufacture a small amount of product in
a planned manner.

LargeOrder Manufacture products on a large scale
when ordered.

The ratios of Dealer transactions are fixed at Purchase
(25%), Manage (25%) and Browse (50%). Additionally,
Dealer and Mfg transaction are fixed at the rates shown
in Table 1. Scaling factor (SF) represents the system size.

Table 1: Transaction Rate per SF

Dealer
Browse 0.500 ∗ S F/second
Purchase 0.250 ∗ S F/second
Manage 0.250 ∗ S F/second

Mfg WorkOrder 0.225 ∗ S F/second
LargeOrder 0.025 ∗ S F/second

As noted above, access to the system is made through
the Dealer or Mfg domains. SPECjAppServer2004 de-
fines total throughput of these two domains as a measure
of performance1.

1This observation corresponds to ”Research and Academic Usage”
defined on [10] Section 3.7, this must not be compared to the validated
official record of The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation
(SPEC).

3 Experimental System
Table 2 shows the specifications of the experimental sys-
tems. Four virtual machines (VMs) are configured and
run the applications shown in Table 3.

Table 2: Experimental System Specifications

Component Specification
CPU Xeon(quad) 1.60GHz
Memory 6GB
HDD SATA × 3
OS CentOS 5.5

Table 3: Virtual Machine Configurations

VM VCPU Mem Application
Web 2 768 MB Apache 2.2.14
App 4 2560 MB JBoss 4.0.0
DB 2 2048 MB PostgreSQL 8.3.5

Dom0 2 512 MB Xen 3.1.2

4 Configuration
JBoss, PostgreSQL and Apache are used for the server
applications of SPECjAppserver2004. Default param-
eters of these application assume a small system. Our
environment needs to fix them to bring out performance.
Kernel parameters also need to be adjusted. Each sub-
section describes the modified parameters and their rea-
sons. The Value of each table represents default value in
parentheses.

[5], [4] , [8], [7], [2] and [3] are used as reference.

4.1 JBoss Configuration
Table 4 shows modified JBoss configuration.

By default, maxThreads is set to 200. However 200
assumes a single core environment. Therefore, it is mod-
ified as 200 ∗ 4 = 800.
minSpareThreads should be set to a value smaller

than that set for maxThreads. I choose the suitable value
(250) which does not exceed the limitation.

To avoid costs of thread creation, maxSpareThreads
is modified to a larger value.

To make clear the benchmark of success and the limits
of performance, connectionTimeout is modified to 0.
This means not let JBoss timeout.

If development is true, JBoss checks timestamp of
JavaServer Pages (JSP), and recompiles it when neces-
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sary. So, False makes avoiding check, it will grow in
performance.
CallByValue is false so that call by reference. You

can use machine resources more efficiently.

Table 4: JBoss configuration

Name Description
Value

(Default)

server.xml

maxThreads Maximum number of re-
quest processing threads

800
(200)

minSpare-
Threads

Number of request process-
ing threads when boot

250
(4)

maxSpare-
Threads

Maximum number of idle
threads

500
(50)

connection-
Timeout

Connector waits m.s. after
accepting a connection

0
(60000)

web.xml

development Enable or disable develop-
ment mode

false
(true)

ear-deployer.xml

CallByValue Determines whether call by
value

false
(true)

4.2 PostgreSQL configuration
Table 5 shows modified PostgreSQL configuration.

When max connections is not sufficient, Post-
greSQL issues warning messages and 400 is not overkill
value in the environment.

According to [8], shared buffers allocates more
than 40% of system memory. This will work better than
a smaller amount in database server with 1GB or more
of system memory.

PostgreSQL records all changes to the database tables
in the write-ahead-log (WAL) before changes are actu-
ally made. wal buffers specifies the size of the write
buffer for WAL. The larger wal buffers, the fewer
the disk accesses (and higher performance), but also the
lower the reliability in the case of system crash.

The bigger effective cache size enables that DB
uses index search. The smaller it does the more sequen-
tial access. 768MB (one quarter of system memory) is
not overkill value.

4.3 Apache configuration
Table 6 shows modified Apache configuration. Apache
is well-known http server. We can find how to modify
configurations for good performance, for example [6],

Table 5: PostgreSQL Configuration

Name Description
Value

(Default)

postgresql.conf
max
connections

Maximum number of con-
current connections

400
(100)

shared
buffers

Amount of memory the DB
uses for shared buffers

800MB
(32MB)

wal
buffers

Amount of memory used in
shared memory for WAL

128KB
(64KB)

effective
cache size

Size of the disk cache that
is available to a query

768MB
(128MB)

The environment is inputted to the configuration genera-
tor [6], it gives us optimized configurations for the envi-
ronment.

Table 6: Apache configuration

Name Description
Value

(Default)

httpd.conf
Thread-
Limit

Limit on the number of
threads per child process

60
(64)

StartServers Number of child server pro-
cesses created at startup

8
(3)

MinSpare-
Threads

Minimum number of idle
threads

5
(75)

MaxSpare-
Threads

Maximum number of idle
threads

20
(250)

MaxClients Maximum number of connec-
tions will be processed at once

600
(256)

Threads-
PerChild

Number of threads created
by each child process

60
(25)

MaxRequests-
PerChild

Limit on requests that an
individual child server

0
(10000)

4.4 Kernel configuration
Table 7 shows modified Kernel configuration. Please
note that shared memory is not changed, because Cen-
tOS determines enough shared memory automatically.

I change parameters for socket memory
(net.core.rmem default, net.core.wmem default,
net.core.rmem max, net.core.wmem max,
net.ipv4.tcp rmem, net.ipv4.tcp wmem,
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net.core.optmem max, net.ipv4.tcp mem.) to 16MB as
recommended in [2].

When tcp window scaling is 1, TCP connection
uses more than 64KB window size. The network can
send more data, and this grows in performance.

According to Table 5 and Table 6, Application and
Database servers require larger somaxconn than default.

Table 7: Kernel configuration

Name Description
Value

(Default)

socket mem Amount of socket buffer
memory

16MB
(none)

tcp window
scaling

Enable or disable TCP win-
dow scaling

1
(0)

somaxconn Maximum number of in-
coming connections

512
(128)

5 Troubleshooting
Before showing results, troubleshooting is provided. It
reached approximate performance limits of machines by
above configurations, but the below listed three errors
occurred when machines were heavily loaded.

To ensure that SPECjAppServer2004 results are cor-
rectly obtained and requirements are met, the driver
will make strict audit checks. Moreover, SPEC-
jAppserver2004 generates .err files in which any trans-
action related errors are reported. Following three errors
were detected by these.

5.1 Vehicle already sold
The following error is an example of this type of error.

O1:273: Application error for 34384error is
org.spec.jappserver.driver.http. SJASHttpAppEx-
ception: Error vehicle already sold 238375
org.spec.jappserver.driver.http. SJASHttpAppEx-
ception

It appears once or twice in dealer.err when Manage
transaction is issued. 34384 represents Customer ID.
This means a vehicle (238375) is already sold to a cus-
tomer (34384).

According to [3], this is a specification of SPEC-
jAppServer2004; each client thread determines the Cus-
tomer ID independently and when the transaction rate is
high, there is a possibility that multiple transactions use
the same ID. However, considering that this is extremely

low frequency and a problem of SPECjAppServer2004,
it does not influence the result.

5.2 Inconsistency in number of transac-
tions

The SPECjAppServer2004 audit of transaction valida-
tion failed.

This validation is meant to compare ”number of pro-
cessed transactions” with ”number of persisted transac-
tions”. When the latter is larger than former, it is valid.

Referring to [3], this error is caused by system time
lag between Driver and Application server. However,
system time was correct in the environment.

Drilling down into this error to find solution, another
error occurred and it will be described in the next section.
Various logs (vmstat, xentop, Apache-log, JBoss-log and
PostgreSQL-log) showed the way to two improvements.

First, a limit of each user’s file-descriptor. If not
specified it is set to 1024. This value is increased in
/etc/security/limits.conf, the file is added as follows.

* soft nofile 100000
* hard nofile 100000

Above sets to number of file-descriptor of user which is
100000. In addition, note this value does not mean size
of system file-descriptor.

Last, a very small memory swapping happens in
Database VM server. So, Application VM server gives
512 MB to Database VM server. Table 3 figures already
take account of this. These changes resolve only this er-
ror.

5.3 Error when adding cars to cart
The following error is an example of this type of error.

O1:30: Error occured in purchaseVehicles for
cid 102113
Number of orderlines = 1
itemId= 00001MITEM0000000407itemQuantity
= 17
org.spec.jappserver.driver.http.SJASHttpException:
got an error when adding cars to cart
java.lang.NullPointerException

It appears 1% of the number of total Pur-
chase transactions show in dealer.err. This error
shows Customer (102113) tried to add a vehicle
(00001MITEM0000000407) to a shopping cart, however
the vehicle was not found.

At the time of writing, solutions to this type of errors
has not been found and I treat these errors as exception.
The results reported in the next section do not include
them. I also have confirmed that even when these errors
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have occurred, the primary workload parameters of our
interest, such as CPU utilization or transaction response
time, are not changed significantly.

6 Results and Discussion
After Section 4 and Section 5 are accomplished, the
environment runs SPECjAppServer2004. This section
describes SPECjAppServer2004 result of Throughput,
CPU Utilization and Transaction Response Time.

6.1 Throughput
Figure 3 shows transactions per second (TPS) in Dealer
and Mfg domains, Total is sum of these. As far as S F =
31, TPS is linearly increasing. S F = 32 is understood as
the performance limit of the machine from when the line
drops to a lower value.
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Figure 3: Throughput

6.2 CPU Utilization
Figure 4 shows CPU Utilization from Xentop. Xentop is
a utility for monitoring the performance of VMs in Xen.
As far as S F = 31, CPU Utilization is approximately
linearly increasing. Dom0 represents Xen host domain
(Domain0). Application server takes highest CPU uti-
lization, about half of the entire machine resource. Web
server takes the least, and it is less than Dom0. In com-
parison with S F = 31 ≤ 32, CPU Utilization increase
rate is reduced.

6.3 Transaction Response Time
Figure 5 shows transaction response time (90%). This is
visualization for one of SPECjAppServer2004 require-
ments. Its requirement is at least 90% of each type trans-
actions must have a response time of less than 2 seconds.
This 90% response time requirement produces the first
violations in the environment.
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Figure 4: CPU Utilization

According to Figure 5, response time of Manage
transaction reaches the requirement at S F = 31 first. It
is always larger than other Response Time. Response
Time increases exponentially when SF approaches per-
formance limit of the machine.
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Figure 5: Transaction Response Time (90%)

7 Conclusion
As a virtualization target, SPECjAppServer2004 was
adopted. The development required observing results
from actual overhead measurement. In this thesis, con-
figurations of JBoss, PostgreSQL, Apache and Kernel
were modified, and it reached the machine’s perfor-
mance limits.

As a future work, since SPECjAppServer2004 is re-
tired on November 30, 2010, I plan target system transi-
tion to SPECjEnterprise2010 [11] which is a succession
benchmark of SPECjAppServer2004. The next step is to
develop performance model of integrated system in vir-
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tualization.
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